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The Geopolitics of Citizenship:
Evidence from North Korean Claims
to Citizenship in South Korea
Sheena Chestnut Greitens

North Koreans have a constitutionally guaranteed right to citizenship in the Republic
of Korea and high coethnic communitarian afﬁnity; as such, they are often described
as having automatic citizenship in South Korea. This article demonstrates that portrayals of automatic citizenship are problematic. North Koreans have often struggled
to acquire state recognition when making claims to citizenship from abroad, and
acquisition of ROK citizenship remains an incremental and contingent process,
one that requires a high degree of agency from North Koreans seeking resettlement.
This article draws on analysis of approximately 120 North Korean memoirs published in Korean and English, as well as other documentary and interview evidence.
It ﬁnds that although citizenship is typically thought of as membership within a political community, it is also an identity practiced, claimed, and negotiated externally.
Moreover, extraterritorial negotiations over citizenship recognition can be strongly
inﬂuenced by state geopolitical and security considerations.
Keywords: North Korea, migration, citizenship, geopolitics, security

What makes a citizen? What factors inﬂuence when and how states recognize
claims to membership? Current conceptions of citizenship focus mostly on membership and rights contestation within the political community. In Korean studies,
a robust body of scholarly work analyzes hierarchies of membership, both within
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the South Korean polity and transnationally, with respect to diasporic membership. Much of this literature, however, focuses on variation across different
groups—an insight that, while valuable, cannot explain variations in state treatment of individuals that all belong to the same group.
This article probes the nature of citizenship in modern Korea by examining one
such group: North Koreans who resettle in South Korea (the Republic of Korea,
ROK). Scholars and journalists often describe North Koreans as having automatic citizenship in South Korea, especially compared to other groups (Korean
Americans, Korean Chinese, etc.). Indeed, North Koreans have strong claims
to membership on both contractual and communitarian grounds: they have a constitutional right to legal citizenship and high coethnic afﬁnity. As the article demonstrates, however, “automatic citizenship” is problematic in three ways. (a) ROK
recognition of North Korean membership is highly contingent: it has varied across
individuals according to political context. (b) State recognition is also incremental: it accumulates during migration and resettlement, ﬁrst outside and then within
the polity. (c) Despite some policy changes over time, the South Korean state still
requires migrants to demonstrate a high degree of agency in navigating migration
and resettlement before a claim to membership can be successfully and fully recognized. This contingent, incremental, and agency-based acquisition of citizenship therefore presents a puzzle, both for scholars of Korean citizenship and
for discussions of the foundations of citizenship more broadly.
Framing citizenship as an identity that is negotiated externally as well as internally helps resolve some of these puzzles. Outside the physical boundaries of the
polity, states’ conceptions of security and geopolitical interest impact contestation
over citizenship in signiﬁcant ways, and explain much of the variation in individuals’ experiences described above.1 To substantiate this argument, I analyze how
the South Korean state treats citizenship claims made by North Koreans during
migration to and resettlement in South Korea. I analyze over 120 narratives of
migration and resettlement published by North Korean defectors in Korean and
English and draw on evidence from immigration court documents, ROK citizenship curricula, interviews with ofﬁcials and migrants, and participant observations
in South Korea and in North Korean refugee communities in the United States.2 I
ﬁnd evidence of signiﬁcant intragroup variation shaped by ROK geopolitical and
security logics. These logics, repeatedly invoked by state agents throughout the
processes of citizenship acquisition, render North Koreans’ “automatic” citizenship much more fragmented, incremental, and contingent than classic approaches
predict.
A clariﬁcation on terminology is necessary before proceeding. Different groups
use different terms, in both Korean and English, to describe North Koreans who
leave the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK). Nomenclature in both
languages can carry political, causal, legal, and moral connotations; for example,
although the term refugee is widely used abroad to describe North Koreans who
escape the DPRK, the South Korean government rejects the use of the term
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because it claims North Koreans as citizens. This article uses migrant to describe
North Koreans during the migration process, and resettler afterward, without intended political or normative connotation.
The article proceeds as follows. The ﬁrst section situates the puzzle of North
Korean membership in the context of Korean citizenship and citizenship more
broadly. The second section introduces the data and methodological approach.
The third section analyzes variation in ROK recognition of North Korean claims
to membership across four stages of migration and resettlement, linking patterns
of variation to state geopolitical aspirations and security concerns. The article concludes by exploring the implications of the article’s ﬁndings for policy and future
research.

THEORIZING CITIZENSHIP THROUGH THE KOREAN CASE
Citizenship, though a central concept in the study of political life, remains a contested, multivalent term. Often deﬁned as membership in a political community,
citizenship invokes rights (and obligations) such as welfare provision, participation, or protection.3 In democracies, citizenship is a status that, mutually recognized, confers “the right to have rights”;4 in autocracies, it outlines a relational
set of expectations between the polity and its members, which may or may not
include political rights.5 Recent scholarship conceptualizes citizenship as either
a formal bundle of rights secured via contractual promises between individual
and polity (a liberal contractual concept, grounded in law or policy), or an affective
condition of belonging and inclusion (an identity-based communitarian concept).6
Debates over citizenship as formal legal status versus affective state of belonging matter greatly in contexts like the Korean Peninsula, where the two are not
aligned—where patterns of colonialism, state formation, regime transition, and
migration have generated ethnic-afﬁnitive communities that span formal international boundaries, forcing states to grapple with and revise the meaning of membership, inclusion, and incorporation.7 In these contexts, citizenship deﬁnes not
just who is included and how inclusion occurs but also the “who and how” of
exclusion; it is a politics of rights denial alongside rights conferral.8 To claim
(or even contest) the rights accorded to citizens, individuals must get the state
to recognize their standing as citizens in the ﬁrst place. Citizen standing is
what enables them to occupy the political space where further contestation and
rights claiming occur.
This article examines how individuals make claims to citizen membership in
Korea from a (primarily) extraterritorial context, and how the state chooses to recognize or deny these claims. In practical terms, citizens’ power to compel state
recognition of membership is lower when they are based extraterritorially than
when located within the polity, even if their formal status is identical across
these two locations. Overseas claiming and negotiation of membership are
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therefore useful for investigating citizenship as boundary making: it tells us how
states adjudicate “who is in and who is out” when they are unconstrained by citizens’ physical geography, and the reasons they invoke to justify these decisions.9
It also allows scholars to examine how interstate interactions shape individual and
collective identities, thereby reinforcing or undermining political communities.10
This treatment of citizenship focuses on state practice and citizen experience of
that practice, rather than on formal policy. It draws on and extends a literature
treating citizenship less as legal, regulatory, or bureaucratic policy and more as
a concept “experienced, negotiated, and enacted in everyday life”11 and constituted
through state-citizen interactions. This approach acknowledges the state’s distinctive power to set borders and determine the terms of membership12 without losing
sight of citizens’ agency to navigate and sometimes challenge that power. It also
reveals variations in citizenship acquisition and recognition, such as across individuals and over time, that can be otherwise overlooked.
Situating North Korean Claims to Citizenship
North Koreans have strong claims to South Korean citizenship on both
contractual-legal and ethnic-communitarian grounds. In legal terms, the ROK
Constitution operates together with the Nationality Act to deﬁne North Koreans
as ROK citizens. Article 3 of the ROK Constitution states that the Republic of
Korea’s sovereign territory consists of “the Korean peninsula and its adjacent islands.”13 Article 2 of the 2010 Nationality Act, meanwhile, argues that South
Korea extends citizenship at birth to anyone whose parents are ROK nationals
or who were born in the Republic of Korea (if parentage is unknown); thus all
persons born in the territory claimed by the ROK, not just territory presently controlled by it, are citizens. Interviews with South Korean ofﬁcials parallel academic
and media discourse in describing North Koreans as having “automatic citizenship” based on ROK law.14
Legally deﬁning individuals from North Korea as ROK citizens creates several
expectations for external practice. First, it confers speciﬁc rights on individuals
and responsibilities on the state—among them, extraterritorial protection and
free entry. The ROK Constitution’s Article 2(2) outlines a duty “to protect citizens
residing abroad as prescribed by the Act”; Article 12(4) of the UN International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (to which South Korea acceded in 1990)
speciﬁes the right to enter the country of one’s citizenship.15 Moreover, in claiming
North Koreans as citizens, the ROK removes their grounds for claiming asylum/
refugee status in most other countries (the United States excepted, by special legislation).16 Under Article 1(A)(2) of the UN Refugee Convention, individuals with
dual citizenship must be in danger of persecution in both countries to be considered refugees, and Western courts have increasingly used this standard to deny
asylum to North Korean escapees.17 The ROK’s legal assertion of citizenship
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for North Koreans, therefore, both makes them formal citizens of South Korea and
excludes them from membership elsewhere.
North Koreans also meet typical communitarian standards for political membership, wherein ethnicity ﬁgures prominently.18 Ethnic nationalism is central
to Korean citizenship: both states on the peninsula claim a singular Korean community deﬁned by blood (minjok).19 The state’s sense of ethnic community extends beyond the peninsula; South Korea “selects by origin” in offering ethnic
Koreans preferential basis for citizenship.20 Recent scholarship on ROK incorporation of non-Koreans (marriage migrants, guest workers, multicultural families,
etc.) implicitly afﬁrms ethnicity’s long-standing centrality in deﬁning political
community.21 Even within South Korea’s “hierarchical nationhood,” where incorporation of coethnic migrants varies by class, gender, and other markers,22 North
Koreans are considered privileged—possessing an automatic citizenship not
granted to groups like Soviet Koreans or Chosŏnjok (ethnic Koreans with People’s
Republic of China nationality).23 In 2014 the Ministry of Uniﬁcation explicitly
rejected the idea of applying the multiculturalism framework used for immigrant
incorporation (tamunhwajuŭi) to North Korean resettlers, citing their special ethnic and constitutional status.24 North Koreans are therefore not “outside the state,
but inside the people”;25 from the standpoint of the South Korean state, they reside
within both state and people. Classic theories, then, render the contingency and
incrementality of their citizenship recognition all the more puzzling.
One additional explanation, advanced by scholars of ROK policies toward
immigrants and overseas Koreans, is that a group’s place in South Korea’s hierarchical nationhood is determined by its ability to contribute to the state’s developmental project.26 What follows here does not contest the importance of developmental goals or the existence of class-based differentiation in state treatment of
North Korean migrants. Indeed, the state’s preferential policies and augmented
ﬁnancial support for elite defectors provide corroboration for this argument.
These arguments, however, primarily serve to distinguish North Koreans from Soviet Koreans, Korean Americans, Chinese Koreans, and so forth; they explain variation by group rather than variation among individuals who all belong to a single
category. Moreover, class distinctions alone cannot explain the range of variation
exhibited in the state’s treatment of non-elite North Korean individuals, who are
the strong majority of migrants to South Korea since 1990. State geopolitical
and security considerations, therefore, are an important complement to existing
arguments.
This article contributes to our understanding of Korean citizenship in four
ways. First, I show that citizenship can be constituted through external as well
as domestic interactions. State-citizen contestation over membership begins outside the border—an experience that may well shape migrants’ post-resettlement
conceptions of citizenship in ways overlooked by current literature. Second, during
the extraterritorial negotiation of citizenship claims, state recognition varies not
just across group but within categories across individuals. Third, state recognition
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of citizen standing is incremental: North Korean migrants do not instantly acquire
fully formed, preexisting South Korean citizenship; they participate in extended
rights-claiming negotiations that begin extraterritorially, progress across borders,
and gradually strive to bring their citizenship into existence. Fourth, state geopolitical and security considerations are as important as developmental objectives in
determining how the state responds to particular individual claims. North Korean
migrants’ initial contacts with the South Korean state are with embassy personnel
and agents of the national security apparatus; these agents treat their citizenship as
a contingent status shaped not simply by state-society interaction, but by a more
complex interplay among the individual, country of citizenship (ROK), and the
host country where the claim to citizen standing occurs.

DATA AND METHODS
As of late 2020 over thirty-three thousand North Koreans had resettled in South
Korea.27 A typical migrant might cross the Tumen River, spend a few weeks to
years in China, and travel through a third country (Mongolia, Thailand, etc.) before transiting to ROK territory—a harrowing journey that exposes migrants to
dangers and risks ranging from trafﬁcking, economic/sexual exploitation, and violence to the threat of repatriation to North Korea, where they and their families are
subject to harsh punishment.28 Upon entering ROK territory, migrant-resettlers are
debriefed by a security team composed of military, police, and National Intelligence Service personnel and spend three months at Hanawon (House of
Unity),29 a government rehabilitation center, before entering South Korean society. Thus, North Koreans encounter their purported ROK citizenship ﬁrst, and formatively, in its extraterritorial incarnation.
This analysis draws on data from approximately 120 memoirs by North Korean
defectors and refugees that have been published in Korean and English. Figures
1–2 show the growth of this genre over time. A full list of titles, along with author,
publisher, and year of publication, appears in an online appendix to this article,
available at doi.org/10.1215/07311613-8747746.
I use structured narrative analysis to allow subjects to tell stories about their
own journeys, thereby revealing the cultural-political frameworks narrators consider relevant, relationships and events they view as important, and meanings they
ascribe to particular choices and interactions.30 Using narratives in a systematic
fashion illustrates core concepts—the incrementality of citizenship acquisition
and the importance of geopolitics and security therein—while retaining some
of the richness and multivalence of lived experience.31
As shown in Figures 1 and 2, most of the published narratives appear after
1990. During this period, famine and social dislocation prompted increased
out-migration from North Korea; unlike the Cold War’s elite defectors, most
post-1990 escapees were not recruited by the South Korean state. Instead, they
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Figure 1. Number of North Korean memoirs published (cumulative).

had to actively seek resettlement, often in the dangerous conditions described
above and under threat of repatriation from China or other countries back to
the DPRK.32 For consistency’s sake, I restrict the analysis that follows to memoirs
from this post-1990 period. Where possible, I quote published texts so that readers
can transparently evaluate the interpretation of these passages; quotations from
interviews are identiﬁed separately.
In this article I focus speciﬁcally on North Korean migrants’ claims to citizenship and the South Korean state’s recognition or denial of those claims. This focus
differs from media/advocacy groups, which portray hardships inside North Korea
or dramatic stories of escape and rescue; it also differs from a growing body of
interdisciplinary scholarship on North Korean resettlement,33 including social/
political incorporation.34 It focuses instead on the processes by which claims to
citizenship are negotiated, ﬁrst extraterritorially and then in the border-crossing
procedures that extend temporally and spatially within the polity itself.35 It examines four stages at which North Koreans who claim citizenship can have that claim
recognized or rejected: (1) extraterritorially, in China and other third countries; (2)
during the screening that occurs upon entering ROK territory; (3) at Hanawon’s
resettlement program; and (4) during initial resettlement in South Korean society.
The interactions analyzed here are performative in two senses: performative
governance, in that both sides enact their understanding of roles of either citizen
or state agent;36 and performative because they are recounted in published memoirs that have an intended audience.37 In this case, however, the performativity of
these narratives is what makes them useful source material. They reveal how
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Figure 2. Number of North Korean memoirs published (annual).

participants understand the meaning of citizenship, including expectations citizens
have of the state in which they claim membership and the capacity and grounds on
which state agents believe they can recognize or deny those claims. They allow
scholars to examine how facets of citizenship—status, identity, participation,
rights—intersect in practice.38
Four additional sets of sources help cross-check, contextualize, and interpret the
narratives: (1) legal documents from North Korean asylum claims in third countries, which often explicitly consider ROK citizenship; (2) ROK government resettlement/citizenship curriculum materials; (3) interviews with ROK ofﬁcials involved in resettlement; and (4) interviews and participant observations with North
Korean defectors/refugees who resettled in South Korea and the United States.39
Interview and ethnographic data were collected in South Korea and the United
States from 2012 through 2019. Owing to the importance of establishing trust
with individuals from North Korea, this part of the project primarily employed
snowball sampling and semistructured interviewing, drawing on relationships established during my previous research on North Korea.40

GEOPOLITICAL CITIZENSHIP: TEXTUAL EVIDENCE
FROM NORTH KOREAN NARRATIVES
Analysis of North Korean narratives suggests two central arguments: that citizenship is constituted incrementally during migration and resettlement and that
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geopolitics and security signiﬁcantly shape (and incrementalize) negotiations over
citizenship acquisition during that process. Progression through four different
stages of migration and resettlement illustrates the incrementality and contingency
of state recognition of citizenship. The ﬁrst and fourth stages most strongly
emphasize the importance of geopolitics and interstate relations, while the second
and third stages highlight the importance of state security considerations at the
border, where migrants transition from extraterritorial to domestic citizens.
North Koreans begin their journeys in North Korea, where the Republic of
Korea claims but does not exercise sovereignty over territory or people, and
the future claimant is therefore in a location and polity that is both inside and outside of membership.41 Migrants often exit North Korea without an active intent to
claim ROK citizenship; many are unaware that they have this right, and it would
be extremely dangerous to make such a claim inside North Korea itself, because
doing so would challenge the legitimacy of the DPRK and of the Kim family’s
rule. The article’s framework therefore treats DPRK residents as beginning
with a deactivated form of South Korean citizenship: neither actively claimed
by citizens nor recognized in practice by the state.42
Contingent Citizens: North Koreans in Third Countries
Many North Koreans ﬁrst encounter the South Korean state when they seek to
enter the ROK from a country like China, Mongolia, or Thailand. In those
third countries, their claims to citizenship and right of entry have sometimes
been denied, and state response has varied according to diplomatic relations
with the country in which the claim is made. Extraterritorially, then, North Korean
defectors often learn that their citizenship is incomplete and contingent on geopolitical factors.
North Korea–born individuals seeking entry to South Korea from China—at
the ROK consulate in Shenyang, in China’s Northeast, or the ROK embassy in
Beijing—have commonly been rebuffed. Multiple narratives and interviewees describe seeking assistance from South Korean diplomatic facilities via phone, by
intermediary, or in person and being rejected.43
I had hoped that the consulate would be willing to hide and protect us, but that, it
turned out, was out of the question. The diplomat gave us a bit of pocket money,
wished us luck, and bid us to come see him in a couple of weeks. In the meantime,
he would see what he could do. . . . Returning two weeks later, we were once again
counseled to have patience. I felt more and more alone, and realized that my life
shouldn’t depend on anyone, not even a representative of the country I wished to
join.44
I stayed in [city redacted] for several months. I could survive by eating food that Chinese people threw away. I waited outside the [South Korean] consulate, and I would
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try to follow the staff home and ask them to help me. Eventually I gave up. . . . When
I got to Thailand, then, I decided to come to the US.45

Note that the narrator in the ﬁrst quotation understands himself as seeking to join
South Korea rather than already belonging to it. He does not know, nor does the
state communicate, that any membership or associated rights already exist. Interview evidence also indicates that the nonavailability of assistance from ROK personnel or facilities in China is now taken for granted among defectors, brokers,
and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that assist with escape.46
Data from both narratives and interviews suggest that at the extraterritorial
stage migrants seldom frame their claims in terms of constitutional rights.
More often, they express communitarian expectations: that shared ethnicity generates an obligation for other Koreans to help.47 Migrants who receive assistance
often explain it in their writings with reference to minjok (shared ethnicity/bloodline) or tongp’o (“compatriots,” but connoting siblingness or ethnic brotherhood).48
One woman wrote, “I was Korean and so were they. In China, however ﬂuent my
Mandarin, however ofﬁcial my ID, I would always be, at heart, a foreigner. . . .
South Korea is at least Korean.”49 In other narratives, when migrants are
rejected—by Korean businesses, individuals, churches, or ofﬁcials—it is rejection
by fellow Koreans that evokes an intense response.50 One wrote of his rejection,
“But we were both Koreans, he and I! . . . Surely the man I had spoken to was a
South Korean consulate employee, speaking our language”; he compared the feeling to the impact of a bullet.51 Another wrote, “These were my people, and yet
they were ﬁlled with contempt for me. I retreated to a couch, my emotions—
resentment, anger, confusion—released in quiet tears.”52 Another memoir blames
the embassy for not helping fellow Koreans (tongjok).53 Migrants, therefore, often
do not differentiate between coethnics and state agents: in their minds, at this point
in their journey, it is shared ethnicity, not state policy, that generates the obligation
to assist—and the rejection they perceive is not an invalidation of a legal status to
which they are entitled but an experience of exclusion from a community deﬁned
by shared ethnicity.
The South Korean state, by contrast, has tended to frame rejection of North Korean claims in geopolitical terms. Since normalization, both the ROK government
and the South Korean public have seen Beijing’s support as necessary for uniﬁcation, an approach that President Roh Tae-woo called “opening the North Korean
door by opening the Chinese door.”54 PRC-ROK normalization talks in the early
1990s do not appear to have addressed DPRK defectors, who were rare at the time
and seldom defected via China. As a result, with a few high-proﬁle exceptions,55
the South Korean government has believed that the geopolitical realities of the
PRC’s role compel them to treat North Koreans in China as something less
than full ROK citizens, even when North Koreans explicitly appeal for that standing. As one memoir recounts: “In Seoul, many years later, I ran into the same diplomat who had treated me so coldly. ‘You must realize,’ he began by way of
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apology, ‘that establishing our burgeoning diplomatic relations with China had
taken us a very long time and required enormous efforts. We simply could not
allow ourselves to act in a manner that would place China in an embarrassing situation vis-à-vis its ally in the North.’”56
Over time, South Korea’s stance became common social knowledge among networks that assist with escape and resettlement, and migration pathways were adjusted accordingly. Missionaries and brokers advised escapees that South Korea
“wanted to avoid anything that might cause conﬂict with China” and avoided
ROK diplomatic facilities in China.57 Instead, migrants embarked on long, arduous, often dangerous journeys via Central or Southeast Asia. South Korea’s geopolitical imperatives vis-à-vis the PRC overrode both ethnic afﬁnity and
constitutional-legal rights, resulting in frequent denial of extraterritorial citizen
status to North Korea–born escapees in China.
Other third countries reveal similar patterns. Escapees in Mongolia spoke and
wrote positively of their treatment by ROK representatives in Mongolia, recalling
their time with phrases like “our brethren from the South [took care]” of us.58 At
the same time, narrators expressed disbelief that “the same South Korean government could behave so differently in Beijing and here”59 and wrote of their belief
that Mongolia calibrated its treatment of North Korean refugees “to reﬂect the relative importance of each relationship [with North Korea, South Korea, the United
States, and China] at any given moment.”60 Even in cases when state recognition
has been granted, North Korean narratives often perceive it as geopolitically
contingent.
In Southeast Asia, North Korean migrants’ experiences with the South Korean
government have varied by country. Narrative evidence shows that ROK facilities
in Vietnam and Laos have commonly rejected North Koreans seeking resettlement; both countries maintain strong relations with Pyongyang and have repatriated escapees and asylum seekers back to North Korea. In 2009 the ROK vice
consul in Hanoi explained the state’s logic in the presence of a reporter: “It is
the policy of Korean consulates not to antagonize host countries with actions contrary to their interests”; he cited a need to avoid diplomatic embarrassment before
President-elect Lee Myung-bak’s visit.61 By contrast, ROK personnel in Cambodia and Thailand are often described as more helpful.62
North Korean narratives express both comprehension and criticism of the geopolitical reality that shapes their reception by the South Korean state.63 Hyeonseo
Lee, who sought consular assistance when her mother and brother were imprisoned and her ROK passport was conﬁscated by Laotian authorities, wrote critically of the ROK on both moral and legal grounds: “When I later learned that
embassies have an obligation under international law to protect and support
their citizens, I found the attitude of the South Korean embassy in Vientiane
very hard to understand.”64 Others expressed a more communitarian sense of failure, lamenting a geopolitically impotent South Korea unable to care for its own:
“Impoverished North Korea, surviving on Chinese aid, could afford to send its
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agents on the rampage with the cooperation of the Chinese authorities. But South
Korea, an economic ally of China that invested in Chinese reform, seemed to have
no will or authority to rescue one of its own. Did I have a homeland at all?”65
Following complaints about inconsistent policy and public controversy over the
repatriation of nine North Koreans from Laos in 2013, the ROK shifted toward
providing earlier, consistent, and more substantial assistance to North Koreans
seeking to enter South Korea. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued new protocols and established a “National Community Overseas Cooperation Team” within
the ministry to “unify the protection and transfer of North Korean defectors.”66 By
this time, however, brokers, NGOs, and defector networks had already redirected
migrants toward Thailand, which does not formally recognize North Koreans as
refugees but maintains good relations with the ROK and uses migrants’ ostensible
ROK citizenship as justiﬁcation to send them onward to South Korea.67
Finally, ROK recognition of North Koreans as citizens remains incomplete during their time abroad, even when the state provides protection and transfer to
South Korea. North Koreans awaiting resettlement in extraterritorial detention
are not provided regular state-issued identiﬁcation, and their right of entry depends on ﬁrst passing an interim security screening and on the ROK’s ability
to negotiate exit paperwork with the third country’s government. (Once entry
is approved, they ﬂy to South Korea under escort with specialized paperwork.)
Combined, these factors render tenuous a right theoretically guaranteed under
international law, the right to enter the country of one’s citizenship.68 Throughout
extraterritorial negotiations for citizenship, therefore, ROK state recognition of
North Korean claims is incomplete and contingent on the geopolitical context
where migrants make their initial claim.
“Precitizens”: Security Screening
Upon arrival on South Korean soil, North Koreans are typically met by teams
composed of ROK security and intelligence personnel and are detained for a
ninety-day screening at an interrogation and protection center.69 A stay in a
group dormitory is usually followed by individual investigation in solitary conﬁnement; applicants for resettlement are prompted to draw a map of their hometown and asked detailed questions (often repeatedly, to identify any inconsistencies). Most narratives describe interrogation as intense, though some taper toward
cordiality as investigators gain conﬁdence in interviewees’ truthfulness.70
Although this stage of resettlement has received relatively little scholarly attention, narrative evidence conﬁrms that government recognition of claimants’ ROK
citizenship remains incomplete and that the state explains and justiﬁes its policies
during this part of the process by reference to the security threat North Korea
poses in terms of terrorism, espionage, and inﬁltration. Screening procedures
are led by the National Intelligence Service, the descendant organization of the
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Korean Central Intelligence Agency, which managed domestic and foreign intelligence (including counterintelligence and counterinﬁltration) throughout the
ROK’s military-authoritarian period (1961–87).71 The stated purpose for the
screening is to identify two groups: spies or inﬁltrators sent by the DPRK, and
ethnically Korean PRC citizens who are not entitled to ROK citizenship (Chosŏnjok; Chaoxianzu in Mandarin).72
During interrogation, rights provided to full ROK citizens are circumscribed or
withheld (freedom of movement, the right to have counsel, etc.).73 The stakes are
high: suspected spies face trial and imprisonment, and Korean Chinese individuals
whom the authorities decide have misrepresented themselves as North Korean can
be deported to China.74 Moreover, in November 2019 the South Korean government took the unusual step of repatriating North Koreans back to the DPRK itself;
the Ministry of Uniﬁcation called them “serious criminals” (allegedly for killing
their fellow ﬁshermen before ﬂeeing to South Korea) and said it could not trust
their “intention of defection.”75 The case made it clear that not all North Koreans
who arrive in South Korea are automatically granted citizenship, entry, and
residency.
The South Korean state can therefore withhold or grant citizenship and its attendant rights of entry and protection depending on its assessment of an individual
claimant’s background. Theorists note that the need to prove one’s identity—as
North Koreans entering South Korea must—raises thorny questions about democratic citizenship, because it strips citizens of natural rights prior to that proof,
“invert[ing] government by consent of the people into a regime of citizens’ praying
for privileges to be granted by permission of the government.”76 Indeed, scholars
highlight the risk that uncoupling territory from jurisdiction, as has occurred on
Korea’s divided peninsula, will lead to rights disaggregation and withdrawal of
protections to which citizens should be entitled—the outcome faced by North
Koreans, whose citizenship and protection are in abeyance until the territorial/
jurisdictional discrepancy is resolved.77
One narrative in particular articulates this discomfort plainly. The author recounted protesting to a South Korean ofﬁcial, “If I don’t have my identiﬁcation
papers, will I be denied asylum? I’m speaking Korean right now. Is that not proof
enough that I’m one of you? If we don’t have our papers, do we all have to die like
[my friend]?”78 In this passage, the narrator articulates a sense of unfairness and
outrage that his protection and membership depend on someone else’s determination of his citizen status; he feels keenly the vulnerability of being what scholars
have termed (in other contexts) an “undocumented citizen” who is “evidentiarily
stateless.”79
Even if an applicant proves North Korean identity and is granted permission to
enter and resettle, the state (via a twenty-three-agency Consultative Council on
Residents Escaping from North Korea, led by the Ministry of Uniﬁcation) can
opt to withhold protection and support beneﬁts, which at present include housing,
education, and settlement subsidies; vocational training; and eligibility for other
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support, including community-based counseling and police protection programs.80 The 2019 North Korean Refugees Protection and Settlement Support
Act speciﬁes conditions under which claims to protection/support may be withheld, denied, or revoked.81 Articles 9 and 27, for example, list offenses including
drug trafﬁcking (common along the DPRK-PRC border), murder, terrorism, “disguised escape,” intentional provision of “false information contrary to the interests
of the State,” and attempts to return to the DPRK; Article 9 also contains a provision, rarely applied, in which extended third-country residence can render one
ineligible.82
As of 2019 approximately 280 “nonprotected” North Koreans had resettled in
South Korea (*1.5% of those resettled). Around three-quarters of these were denied protection and support because they applied after having been in South Korea
for over a year, rather than declaring their status and applying for resettlement
before/upon entry; in 2019 the deadline for declaring and applying for protection
was extended to three years after arrival.83 Until early 2017, children born in third
countries to a North Korean parent, though typically admitted to the ROK, were
also ineligible for ﬁnancial support; in 2016 this included 1,317 (52%) of 2,517
DPRK-heritage refugee youth.84
The ROK government has provided inconsistent information on whether individuals denied protection/support beneﬁts will still be granted citizenship. In
2010–11 the ROK stated to Canadian and UK courts that the government
could deny nationality on Article 9 grounds but told an Australian court both
that citizenship was “automatically and immediately granted” pending identity
conﬁrmation and that citizenship procedures were “more difﬁcult” in Article 9
cases.85 In 2015 a UK court found that DPRK spies are prosecuted but not repatriated, that failing the protection procedure did not condemn individuals to repatriation, and that Article 9 appeared to provide grounds for withholding resettlement beneﬁts rather than denying citizenship.86 These rulings suggest that “failed”
screening was more likely to compromise rights typically accorded with citizenship than to nullify citizenship itself, but the November 2019 repatriation of the
North Korean ﬁshermen (described above) raises the more serious possibility of
citizenship status being denied altogether.
North Korean narratives, on the other hand, consistently and clearly interpret
screening as a process in which the state has discretion to grant or withhold citizenship. One narrator wrote, “I was not yet a South Korean citizen; to become
one, I had to go through the screening process.”87 Two other memoirs describe
hearing that the right of entry was conditional on “passing” and that one could
be deported if he/she failed.88 Still another described this stage as “the last test,
a test to decide my future,” adding, “if I passed, I would be eligible for South
Korean citizenship.”89 Narratives describe this stage with varied emotions: excitement, relief, exhaustion, terror, anxiety, nervousness, conﬁdence.90 Interview evidence reveals similar perceptions of the process: citizenship is not automatic or
taken for granted, and resettlement in South Korea is likely but not guaranteed.91
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Many defectors also perceive the state’s security rationale as legitimate but object
to speciﬁc procedures; female narrators are more likely to describe the process as
dehumanizing.92 Throughout screening, therefore, although North Koreans possess formal juridical citizenship, the state’s security concerns render recognition
of their citizenship claims incomplete; North Koreans’ success in claiming citizen
status is fundamentally contingent on resolving the state’s security concerns.
Citizens in Training: Hanawon
After screening, North Koreans move to Hanawon, a secure, isolated facility established in the late 1990s to prepare defector-refugees for life in South Korea.
Hanawon classes teach practical logistics and social norms, offer transitional education and vocational training, and (re)teach Korean history. Published narratives
describe its ninety-day program as a “crash course” and “halfway house between
the two Koreas,” preparation for a society that narrators describe by turns as capitalist, “modern,” and democratic.93 At Hanawon, North Koreans are citizens in training, working toward formal ROK recognition of their citizenship at the end of their
stay. The citizenship taught at Hanawon, however, is very different from the citizenship that North Koreans have experienced thus far in the resettlement process.
Some of the courses taught at Hanawon focus explicitly on teaching residents
“democratic citizenship” (munju simin)—a term not used in North Korea.94 South
Korea’s name also differs: North Koreans call it Nam Chosŏn, whereas South
Koreans use Han’guk. At Hanawon, therefore, North Koreans must accomplish
two politically signiﬁcant tasks: rename the country they belong to, and redeﬁne
their role as members in its political community. Hanawon’s curriculum focuses
on both formal participation and informal social membership: the constitution,
government structure, democratic procedure (elections, rule of law, etc.), and tolerance and diversity (age, income inequality, religion, culture); it also warns of social challenges that can ensnare resettled North Koreans, such as bribery, ﬁnancial
scams, and domestic and other violence. Follow-up classes taught by Hana
Centers—regional facilities that support post-Hanawon resettlement—emphasize
local integration and “democratic civic-mindedness,” including etiquette in public
facilities, standards of neighborliness, and potential responses to discrimination
and prejudice.95
The South Korean state’s pedagogical approach to citizenship suggests that it
views North Koreans as incompletely developed simin, or citizens in training: curricular study and mastery are necessary to qualify for full membership. The state’s
teaching about citizenship also emphasizes legal-contractual conceptions and
sociocultural belonging—with little attention to the geopolitical factors that
have shaped state treatment of North Korean “citizens” thus far in their journey.
Although Hanawon emphasizes ethnic unity, it is also a stage during which
North Koreans experience “differential exclusion,” wherein legal citizen status
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fails to confer full social membership.96 One instructor observed, for example, that
disease-fearing South Korean staff used separate bathrooms from North Korean
residents, creating de facto segregation among a Korean community that they
were simultaneously attempting to portray as uniﬁed.97 Other signals of incomplete social membership are more subtle; in both interviews and published accounts, Hanawon graduates interpret instructors’ attempts to realistically portray
the competitiveness of South Korean society as lack of conﬁdence in North Koreans’ abilities to become valued members.98 Some residents describe experiencing
bitterness, disillusionment, or discouragement at the magnitude of the transition
and array of choices they face.99 Others use rhetoric learned at Hanawon to assert
claims to membership; one boy told his teacher, “I am also originally a Korean
person,” using the South Korean term Han’guk saram rather than North Korea’s
Chosŏn saram to stake his claim to belonging.100
Finally, formal recognition of citizenship through the provision of documentation (typically the Resident Registration Card [RRC], chumin tŭngnokchŭng) is
delayed until the end of an individual’s time at Hanawon.101 Practically, RRCs
provide access to welfare beneﬁts, government services, and other components
of T. H. Marshall’s “social citizenship,”102 but to most North Koreans their deeper
signiﬁcance is symbolic. Documents certifying membership matter greatly to individuals who were previously undocumented and vulnerable. One narrator described this condition as being “unable to breathe”; another explained wanting
to go to South Korea “not because of the government’s settlement funds, but because I wanted my ID card . . . an ID with the three syllables of my name, the
most wanted thing in the world.”103 A third writer recalled that having her ID
photo taken “ﬁnally felt like I was really going to become a citizen. . . . [It]
was an important milestone.”104 Other narrators recalled:
For the ﬁrst time, I no longer had to live in hiding! It was such a burden lifted off my
shoulders. Even if, in the moment, I didn’t quite realize everything it represented.105
My heart felt like bursting, because I had been recognized as one among a nation of
equals, rather than a subject.106
After getting the ID, I felt that I ﬁnally became a citizen [kungmin] of the ROK.107

In an interview, one recalled the moment when she got her (American) driver’s
license: “When I held the card with my photo on it—it was the ﬁrst time I felt
like a country was telling me I belonged.”108 Indeed, documentation carries
such signiﬁcance for many North Koreans that some do not believe they are citizens until they have it physically, permanently in their possession.
Both state practice and migrant understanding, therefore, converge on the interpretation that North Koreans’ ROK citizenship is incomplete while they are at Hanawon. Although their citizenship has existed in theory and by law from birth, and
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resettling North Koreans have been on ROK soil for as much as six months by the
time they leave the resettlement facility, Hanawon graduation is when the state
formally recognizes them as citizens and allows them to claim standard citizen
rights. Until June 2007 RRCs listed Hanawon as the birthplace of all North Korean resettlers—literally suggesting that North Koreans are born as citizens from
the Hanawon process.109
Resettled Citizens of South Korea
The external and geopolitical dimensions of citizenship come back to the fore
soon after North Korean resettlers leave Hanawon, in two ways. First, North
Koreans interpret ongoing experiences of differential exclusion by reﬂecting on
their place not just in South Korean society but in a global environment. Second,
the empowerment that ROK citizenship provides abroad becomes highly salient,
especially if family members remain outside South Korea.
North Koreans’ emphasis on communitarian aspects of membership can lead
them to weigh ethnic and identity-based dimensions of incorporation heavily in
their self-assessments of integration in South Korean society. Many feel strong
disillusionment when formal citizen status does not produce social equality
with other South Koreans.110 “Because of a single brotherhood shared between
North and South Koreans,” one scholar explained, North Koreans feel “betrayal
by their blood brothers’ discrimination.”111 Some also feel that Korean ethnicity
makes them more deserving of assistance and membership than non-Korean
immigrants.112 Narrative evidence reﬂects individuals’ grappling with what
qualities—legal, communal, behavioral—make someone a member of a polity,
often employing global frames of reference:
Am I North Korean? That’s where I was born and raised. . . . Or am I South Korean?
I have the same blood as people here, the same ethnicity. But how does my South
Korean ID make me South Korean? People here treat North Koreans as servants,
as inferiors. . . . There was no country I could say was mine.113
Some South Koreans don’t like that we, the defectors, beneﬁt from the system, thanks
to government aid. And yet I have a South Korean passport and I have the right to
vote. I am just as much a citizen as everyone else here. But some people, both young
and old, don’t think of me as an equal. They treat me like they treat immigrants from
Southeast Asia, the Philippines, or Cambodia: the “poor people” they despise so
much.114
Although I am a citizen [kungmin] of the ROK, the North Korean refugee [t’albukcha] label follows me all the time.115

For some, the domestic context heightens North-South cleavages whereas a global
context reduces them: “If we were in China, we would become emotionally
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attached to the granting of South Korean citizenship. Here, we’re all Korean . . .
so I don’t have a strong feeling about South Korean citizenship.”116 Another interviewee explained coming to the United States in similar terms: “In South Korea I
would be a North Korean; here I can just be Korean American.”117 Others use
provinces or hometowns to describe their origins, which allows them to situate
their distinctiveness inside a pan-Korean sense of communal inclusion: “Like
Pusan or Seoul people, I am a Hamgyŏng-bukto person,” or a “Pyongyang
simin,” or a “Seoul simin.”118
Leaving Hanawon also brings geopolitical contestation over citizenship back to
the forefront—on new terms. Traveling abroad as a “normal” citizen is the last
step in progressing to full citizenship, and ROK policy on this has evolved
over time. Originally, the ROK did not allow North Korean migrants to obtain
a passport until six months after they left Hanawon; it then granted single-use
rather than ﬁve-year, multiple-entry passports.119 For a period, then, the South Korean state limited resettlers’ ability to project their ROK citizen identity extraterritorially and to act as ROK citizens abroad, even though they were recognized as
full citizens when based inside the polity itself. After resettled North Koreans petitioned to end the policy on grounds of discrimination, the restrictions were lifted;
today, there are no time limits or differences in the passport issued to resettled
North Koreans who have become ROK citizens.120
Narrative evidence reveals that, once travel abroad becomes possible, individuals both embrace their new citizen status and question whether it will actually be
recognized beyond ROK borders. For many, travel abroad indicates that one is a
“true South Korean,” as one narrator described honeymooning in Europe as an
ROK citizen (Taehan Min’guk kungmin).121 For others, the freedom and value
of citizenship rest in the ability to return safely to China to visit loved ones,
with the protection conferred by an ROK passport. One narrator’s mother, for
example, told a friend living illegally in China that once she resettles and obtains
a South Korean passport, “You can travel anywhere without fear! You’ll be
free.”122 In the minds of many former North Koreans, ROK citizenship means
freedom not just at home but abroad as well.
Other narrators and interviewees expressed worry that third countries will not
honor their ROK citizenship and fear for physical safety if they travel, especially
to China. In the mid-2000s the PRC embassy in Seoul indicated that it could identify ROK citizens of North Korean origin using the Resident Registration Number
listed on passports; the PRC embassy threatened to deny former North Koreans a
visa to enter China, but many feared that even if the embassy granted them a visa,
travel to China risked involuntary repatriation to the DPRK.123 Afterward, South
Korea changed the RRN process, making it harder to identify citizens of North
Korean origin.124
This episode highlights the continued impact of geopolitics (particularly SinoKorean relations), including on domestic negotiations over citizenship between
the South Korean state and its North Korea–born members. North Korean
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resettlers advocated for and obtained changes to citizenship procedures because of
these procedures’ external ramiﬁcations. This episode also emphasizes the ongoing salience of the geopolitical nature of citizenship for North Koreans, even after
resettlement. For those whose citizenship has been brought into being through
transnational migration and repeated border crossing, the ability to have one’s citizen status recognized and validated externally by other countries, and to cross
their borders legally and safely, is a signiﬁcant and often foundational component
of political membership.

CONCLUSION
North Koreans who migrate to South Korea progress incrementally and unevenly
into full ROK citizenship. Despite possessing a shared communitarian identity
and strong constitutional-legal basis for claims to membership, individual
North Korean migrants’ claims to citizen status have historically received widely
varying recognition by the ROK state, and their citizenship has accumulated gradually and asynchronically as a result. This process of citizenship claiming and recognition is geopolitical in its origins, constitution, and meaning: the external and
interstate constitution of citizenship is most apparent when citizens are located or
can travel extraterritorially, while the state’s security imperatives appear especially
prominently in the border-crossing stages during which migrants move from
extraterritorial claimants to domestically based citizens. Approaching citizenship
as a geopolitical identity (a) helps excavate intragroup variation in hierarchies of
membership, (b) demonstrates that citizenship as negotiated practice occurs internationally as well as domestically, and (c) outlines how changing conﬁgurations in
the international system can shape state recognition and treatment of citizens, creating ripple effects in the relationship between state and society.
These ﬁndings have implications for South Korean resettlement and uniﬁcation
policy and suggest important areas for future research. In Korea, North Korean
integration is seen as a vital component of future uniﬁcation, but state focus
has remained largely on improving domestic resettlement processes and assistance
programs.125 If, however, resettled North Koreans’ perceptions of membership are
shaped by prearrival experiences abroad, then the ROK’s foreign and uniﬁcation
policies must more fully and carefully account for this.
Moving beyond speciﬁc questions of Korean citizenship, the experiences of
North Korean migrants suggest that citizenship is a status not just shaped by internal state-citizen contracts or a polity’s internal communal identity but also generated by the shifting contours of world politics and a particular country and people’s place in a global context. By systematically incorporating geopolitical and
security factors, scholars of citizenship may be able to shed additional light on not
only the meaning of citizenship but also the importance of how it is contested and
constructed on the Korean Peninsula and around the world.
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